
G A S User ManualFor Native Instruments Kontakt V5.5+

Audiowarp and DAG present GAS, with lofi analog and organic pads, synths and leads which you won't believe came from an electric guitar. 
The Kontakt interface has a wealth of controls allowing virtually any aspect of the original sound to be controlled and blended using the waveform blend 

system. It also contains a custom 32 step sequencer for powerful pattern creation and an inbuilt pattern browser and save facility. 
Some of the sounds pay homage to artists such as Mogwai, Grails, Explosions in the Sky, Tame Impala, Deftones and of course Boards of Canada but it 

also has it's own very different character with a vast selection of pads, leads, keys and arps at your fingertips.



OVERVIEW INSTALLATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
GAS is a hybrid Kontakt synthesiser fusing 
together six-string electric guitars and analog 
modular effects.  

Every sound in the library has been recorded 
from real guitars ran through a complex se-
quence of tape machines, effects and pedals.  

The results are mesmerising and unlike any 
sounds heard before.

GAS has been created by the team behind 
the legendary BOCS instruments using simi-
lar equipment and methods.

The library is supplied as a single Zip file. This 
is a compressed folder that you can open 
using the built-in tools on your computer. 
Open the file by double clicking and it will 
decompress the contents.
Once decompression is complete you will 
have a single folder, this contains all the files 
needed to use the sample library. Simply copy 
this folder to the drive where you store your 
samples. For top performance it is recom-
mended to keep sample libraries on a differ-
ent drive to that of the OS and program files.

RUNNING THE LIBRARY
Once inside Kontakt, if you open the file tab 
in the browser window on the left-hand side 
you can browse to the instruments of the 
newly installed sample library. Just double 
click the NKI you wish to use and Kontakt will 
load it up.
You can also make use of Kontakt's Quick 
Load feature to make it even easier to load 
libraries into Kontakt: Please refer to the Kon-
takt user manual for more information.

GAS has been created for the full version of 
Kontakt 5.5.1.  It will only run in demo mode 
if you try and load it in Kontakt Player

● Full version of Kontakt 5.5.1
● 2.2GB of Disk Space

CONTENTS
●2.1GB of raw sample data
● 65 Raw Analog Patches
● Komplete and Maschine Integration
● 104 Snapshot Presets
● 24 Sequencer Presets
● Compressed .ncw format samples



WORKING WITH SNAPSHOTS

WORKING WITH NKA FILES (SAVE AND LOAD SEQUENCER PATTERNS)
GAS includes a selection of presets for quick 
pattern generation. You can easily [SAVE] and 
[LOAD] patterns by going to the [EASY] tab.

Patterns are stored as .nka files on your hard 
disk so please ensure you keep the folder 
with these files inside the main product folder 
for easy access.

Snapshots are the easiest and most efficient way of loading and saving presets within Kontakt.  GAS comes with a vast selection of snapshots 
ready to use.  Please go to the snapshots folder inside your product folder and locate the folder named [GAS] then copy that folder to your user 
content folder. The location of the folder is shown here:

DeleteSave

Snapshot Select

\Users\[Your Name]\Documents\Native Instruments\User Content\Kontakt



Main Page Select

Waveform Blender

Waveform 1 Edit

Sequencer Page Select

Waveform 2 Edit

Waveform 1 Select

Waveform 2 Select

USER INTERFACE OVERVIEW

PRO TIP
The blender is your 

gateway to the world 
of GAS. Try assigning 
the MOD whell to this 
control to dynamical-
ly blend between the 

two waveforms



GAS includes a powerful 32 step sequencer which can store up to 12 sequences per patch

Sequence Select

Number of Steps

Octave Tuning

Click on the numbers to 
adjust the amount of steps

Volume
Drag to change 
volume per step

+/- 2

THE SEQUENCER

Semitone Tuning

Access Presets/options Speed Shuffle Copy Start/Stop

+/- 12

PRO TIP
Right click on the 

sequencer to draw 
straight lines



GENERAL OPTIONS

Beef up the signal. Mix 
in some low frequen-

cies with by this handy 
Sin-Wave Control

SEQUENCER PATTERN BROWSER

PatternSelect

Save/Load Pattern

Sine Mix
Dial in some random 
tuning variations to 

give your sounds 
movement.

Random Tune

Give your sounds 
variety and dynamics 

by adding a little 
random volume mod-

ulation to the mix

Random Volume

Glide controls the 
amount of time it 

takes for one note to 
reach the next played 

note

Glide

Your want polyphony? 
No problem, dial up 
the voice count but 

watch your CPU!

Max Voices

Folder Select



Link Button

Sample Controls Filter Controls

Link Button

Use ‘Link’ to link the 2 waveforms 
together.  When Link is selected 

any edits you make will affect 
both wavforms.  Turn this off to 

make sure you are only edited the 
selected waveform

MAIN PAGE

Sample Start
Tune
Fine Tune
Low Pass Filter Envelope

Attack
Decay
Sustain
Release

Low Pass Filter Cutoff
Low Pass Filter Resonance
High Pass Filter Cutoff
High Pass Filter Resonance

Attack
Decay
Sustain
Release



EFFECTS Distortion

On/Off

:: Saturation
:: Crush >> Bitrate

:: Redux >> Sample Rate
:: Distortion

Unison
:: Voices >> Number of voices

:: Level >> Volume of Unison Voices
:: Detune >> Detune Amount Between Unison Voices

:: Width >> Width Between Unison Voices

Rotator
:: Rate

:: Balance
:: Distance

:: Mix

EQ (optimised 4 band with ‘Air Control)
:: Low

:: Low Mid
:: Hi Mid

:: High
:: AIR >> Extends the High Frequency gain to the “Air” 
band which adds a subtle and airy high quality to the 

sound when boosted.
Delay

:: Rate
:: Feedback

:: Hi Cut
:: Send Level

Access Unison Controls

Access Rotator Controls



Phaser
:: Depth
:: Rate
:: Feedback
:: Mix

Flanger
:: Depth
:: Rate
:: Feedback
:: Mix

Tremelo
:: Depth
:: Shape
:: Rate
:: Spread

Compressor
:: Threshold
:: Gain
:: Tape
:: Gain
:: FST >> Sets the compressor Speed to Fast reaction time.

Reverb
:: Pre Delay
:: Size
:: Colour
:: Send Level

PRO TIP
Right click any con-

trol to assign midi cc 
for automation or 
modualtion within 

your host DAW..

Access Phaser Controls

Access Flanger Controls

On/Off



This End-User license agreement (EULA) is a legal agreement between you and Audiowarp for the Audio-
warp product that this agreement accompanies; including computer software and associated media or 
multimedia, printed materials and electronic documentation. By installing or using this product you agree 
to be bound by the terms of the EULA. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA you may not install or 
use the product. All audio samples provided with the product are the property of Audiowarp and are 
licensed to you, they are not sold.

1. Audiowarp grants the end-user (licensee) of the product the right to create finished musical works and 
performances using the audio samples and any other media or software included as part of the Audio-
warp product.
2. The licensee may use the product for commercial purposes.
3. The licensee may alter the samples within the context of a finished musical work but may not
distribute those altered samples outside of that musical context.
4. The creation of sound libraries in any form for commercial use or otherwise that use the Audiowarp 
audio or software, including single samples, loops, audio clips or similar is strictly prohibited. Violations 
will be prosecuted under local and international copyright law.
5. You may not under any circumstance make any part of the Audiowarp product available to others 
either by duplication, copy, distribution, transfer, upload, download, trade, resale, or loan.
6. The licensee may use this product on multiple computers under the following conditions:
a. The use of multiple computers is part of a single audio workstation for the individual licensee.
b. The licensee has two non-concurrent sites of work, such as a studio desktop and a laptop for live
performance.
7. Audiowarp warrants and asserts that all audio samples, graphics, images, scripts,
documents, and any other media included with the product is the sole property of Audiowarp and that 
Audiowarp has the authority to grant the rights in this EULA.
8. The user agrees to read the manual before seeking help or support from Audiowarp.
9. Audiowarp will not be responsible if the content of the product does not meet the particular purposes 
of the licensee.
10. It is the licensee's responsibility to check that the product is compatible with their computer system.
11. The product is licensed “as is”. Audiowarp will not be responsible for any loss incurred by the licens-
ee from the direct or indirect use of the product.
12. If you have any doubts, concerns, or uncertainties about the terms in this EULA please contact
Audiowarp before installing or using the product.

Copyright Audiowarp ©2016

CREDITS EULA
:: Sound Design >> Audiowarp

:: Scripting >> Divergent Audio Group

:: Concept >> Divergent Audio Group

:: Interface Design >> Divergent Audio Group

Purchase GAS Exclusively from Kontakt Hub

www.kontakthub.com


